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Balmori Associates

BALMORI NYC TEAM

This team has come together for the express purpose of giving Gold Coast something entirely new. We are interationally recognized and acclaimed;
however, we are not the names called upon for traditional and familiar solutions. In this sense, we offer a fresh perspective on urban and landscape
design, arts and culture, commercial development, and environment creation. We are truly excited to bring our ideas to Gold Coast.

SOLID OBJECTIVES - IDENBURG LIU (SO — IL)
Precinct and Infrastructure Designer in New York City

BUD BRANNIGAN ARCHITECT
Living Arts Centre and Local Architect in Gold Coast

SO — IL is an idea driven design office founded by Florian Idenburg and Jing Liu in 2008. With a global
reach, it brings together extensive experience from the fields of architecture, academia and the arts.
A creative catalyst involved in all scales and stages of the architectural process, SO – IL approaches
projects with an intellectual and artistic rigor fueled by a strong commitment to realizing their ideas in
the world. In 2013 the Architectural League of New York identified SO — IL as an “Emerging Voice” and
the office won their largest commission to date: the new University of California at Davis Museum of
Art, which presents a new model for educational art museums.

PRESTON SCOTT COHEN
New Arts Museum Designer in Cambridge, Massachusetts
Since its inception in 1989, the practice of Preston Scott Cohen, Chair of
the Department of Architecture at Harvard Graduate School of Design, has
been distinguished by innovative solutions to difficult sites and contemporary
building programs. Cohen has developed a lexicon of architectural forms
and organizational principles suited to the particular circumstances, desires
and aspirations of private owners, institutions, government agencies and
corporations. He is the recipient of a Academy Award in Architecture from the
American Academy of Arts and Letters in 2004 and numerous Progressive
Architecture awards.

LOCAL PROJECTS
Identity and Exhibition Design in New York City

Local Projects is a media design firm for museums and public spaces. While
innovation drives much of today’s design, their interest is to create projects that
endure. Their expertise is in reinventing public space through media, offering
meaning and connections from Memorials, to Times Square to art installations.
They focus on engaging audiences through emotion, sharing, and technology,
developing new techniques to browse art using your own body or face, and to
share with the world. Local Projects was named “Masters of Design for 2011,”
following completion of the 9/11 Memorial at World Trade Center. Current projects
include re-designing the exhibitions and visitor experience at the Smithsonian
Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum in New York.

OPENSHOP
Strategic Design Advisors in New York City

Bud Brannigan is one of the leading design architects in Gold Coast. Since 1995,
his practice has been commissioned for several museum and art gallery projects
throughout regional Queensland and New South Wales. A number of themes
consistently re-emerge and contribute to the richness of the architectural work. He
presents a logical, modest style that successfully addresses the landscape and
creates a rich space for inhabitants. In 2011, Bud Brannigan Architect was a finalist
to design the Australian Pavilion for the Venice Biennale in Italy.

BALMORI ASSOCIATES
Master Planner and Lead Designer
in New York City
Balmori Associates is an international urban and landscape
design firm founded by Diana Balmori in 1990. Their projects
across the globe are recognized for interfacing between
landscape and architecture and for expanding the boundaries
between nature and structure. At the heart of Balmori’s projects
are producing ‘green infrastructures’ and giving form to the
processes of sustainability, all while revealing the constructed
and natural operations of a site.
The influential innovation and business magazine Fast
Company has recently named Diana Balmori among the
“100 Most Creative People in Business in 2013”. Balmori
Associates often leads multi-disciplinary teams in the design
and execution of complex urban projects which have garnered
critical recognition for their contribution and advancement of
the discipline’s work in the 21st century.

Openshop starts by forcing the issue. Researching clients’ requirements in-depth, Adam Hayes
and his team identify potential conflicts and contradictions in a given program. After assigning
a potential limit, they dismantle it while fragmenting and piecing together a new one. The result
is a surprising outcome that is not just tailored to the needs of each client, but exceeds them in
unexpected ways. Their process of “Deep Play” will challenge Balmori NYC to bring forth the most
innovative cultural and commerical ideas, and to stay true to the spirit and energy of Gold Coast.

HOCHHAUSER ASSOCIATES
Local Landscape Architect in Brisbane

Hochhauser Associates is a focused local group whose experience is informed
by a dedication and responsibility for sustainable landscape architectural design.
The firm provides environmentally sound solutions with significant experience
in wetland ecology and foreshore design, particularly of the Nerang River. All
associates are committed to design solutions and recommendations that are
beneficial to the long-term evolution of the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct, its
function within the community and the interface with the Nerang River.

BRECKNOCK CONSULTING
Cultural Mapping and Art Advisor in Brisbane
Brecknock Consulting believes that culture is the foundation stone on which
social, economic and environmentally sustainable communities are founded.
Essential to this understanding is ‘Cultural Literacy’ which is the ability to
read, understand, find significance and decode the local cultures in a city in
order to deliver culturally appropriate outcomes for communities. Brecknock’s
cultural planning practice includes services to government and communities
in Australia and overseas to assist with understanding cultural resources,
people’s needs and aspirations, and the formulation of strategic directions
and policy to achieve identified objectives. As part of the Balmori NYC team,
Brecknock will censure that high standards of contemporary public art are
achieved in order to enhance the quality of the public realm.

ARUP
Bridge Engineering and Building Design Services in New York City and Brisbane
Arup is a directed team and network of world-class engineers and specialists who have
experience working on precedents both locally and globally. Active in Australia since 1963, the
firm has gone on to complete the Sydney Opera House, Brisbane Convention and Exhibition
Centre and the Go Between Bridge. Their relevant expertise is in building services design
for arts and culture facilities and a complementary experience in sustainable masterplanning
design. Two projects managers, in both New York and Brisbane, will oversee the project and
lead Balmori NYC throughout the contract with a NY-based project director.
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New 30,000 sq. ft. museum for the University of
California at Davis, which aims to capture the
school’s optimistic spirit and create a sensory
landscape of activities and scales.

Comprehensive scheme for a large marina, city
hall, museum, and commercial facilities. Judges
cited the concept of the extension of the green
zone, with the botanical garden and floating
islands, as the determinant in selecting Balmori’s
team as the winner.

>>

FRIEZE ART FAIR
New York, NY, USA - 2012 & 2013

A transported, restored and re-erected Dutch
barn frame appears to turn outside in due to a
passageway traversing the entire width of the
house. The breezeway converts into a winter
garden by means of slide up screen doors and
roll down glass doors.

Continuous public promenade – 2.5km long
/ 20m wide – that mediates between city and
river and connects public nodes. The proposal
for the Bund competition in Shanghai presents
an array of integrated urban sustainable
systems that transforms the Bund into a symbol
of a zero waste landscape.

>>

KUKJE ART GALLERY
Seoul, South Korea - 2009 - 2012

Temporary 225,000 sq. ft., 1500 ft. long structure
for a London-based international contemporary
art fair. The winding form animates a series of six
prefabricated rental tents on the unusual site.

SHANGHAI BUND
Shanghai, China - 2008 Finalist

>

Multi-phase transformation of a 74-acre industrial
site in Bilbao, Spain into a 21st century district for
culture, commerce and education. Low-impact
engineering, transporatation, and construction
strategies were implemented into the design.

GOODMAN HOUSE
Pine Plains, NY, USA - 2001 - 2004

>

PARQUE DE LA LUZ
Las Palmas, Spain - 1st Prize 2005

>

GRAND CANOPY
Davis, California, USA - 1st Prize 2013

>

ABANDOIBARRA DISTRICT AND PARKS
Bilbao, Spain - 1996 - 2011

>

BALMORI NYC PROJECTS

Balmori NYC has designed global precedents whose innovations are being expanded upon for the GCCP. From the landform buildings of Preston Scott
Cohen, to environments for performance and exhibition by SO — IL, our team critically examines the environmental, social, economical and cultural
possibilities of a site to create some of the most dynamic urban and architectural experiences to be found anywhere in the world.

Part of the Kukje Art Center Masterplan, a
53,000 sq. ft. single-story, clear span structure
with a perimeter skylight admitting natural light
and an engineered and fabricated one-off facade
that wraps the building in stainless steel mesh.

Floating Island to Travel Around Manhattan Island

FLOATING ISLAND
New York, NY, USA - 2005

>

New 550,000 sq. ft. cultural facility and
performance venue with integrated landscape
design on a peninsula near the city center.

Sustainable community facility integral to the
rural landscape exhibiting a permanent portrait
collection as well as temporary exhibitions and
local artists’ works.

MODULAR CROSSING SYSTEM
Denver, CO, USA - 2010 Finalist

155,000 sq. ft. expansion on a tight urban site.
Building is organized around an atrium called
“Lightfall.” Travel+Leisure Best New Museum in
2011.

>

TEL AVIV MUSEUM OF ART HERTA AND PAUL AMIR BUILDING
Tel Aviv, Israel - 2006 - 2011

Realization of a sketch created by artist Robert
Smithson three days before he died in a 1973
plane crash. Involving Balmori Associates and
a team of artists and builders, the installation
uses a 30-by-90-foot flat-decked barge, 10
trees, 3 huge rocks, a bunch of shrubs, rolls of
sod, and a whole lot of dirt.

Utilizes the surrounding landscape in order to
create a new shape inspired by nature. The
smooth organic curves of the topography of the
crossing’s surface are reconstituted below in
the rigid stratification of the structural layers for
vehicular traffic.

NESCIO BRIDGE
Amsterdam, NL- 2011

>>

TWEED RIVER ART GALLERY
Gold Coast, Australia - 1998 - 2002

>

BENGBU OPERA HOUSE
Bengbu, China - 1st Prize 2012

>>

Works as a cluster of buildings unified by
continuous and discontinuous promenades both
inside and outside. The integration of building and
landscape registers multiple scales of territory,
ranging from the enormity of the adjacent Fen
River to the intimacy of the museum’s own
particular spatial episodes.

>

TAIYUAN MUSEUM OF ART
Taiyuan, China - 2010 - 2013

>

Robert Smithson Retrospective
Minetta Brook + Whitney Museum, 2005
Realized by Balmori Associates

The bridge splits in two at both ends to separate
pedestrians from cyclists and to improve the
stiffness of the structure.
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PROCESS - NARRATIVE
As one of Australia’s fastest growing cities, Gold Coast is rethinking the city square and look to find a new distinctly 21st century platform to express the city’s growth in the form of a cultural precinct. Using space in Evandale, the city wants to create a civic focal place for cultural growth and urban transformation.
The Balmori NYC team asked each other what the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct could look like and we share the
premise that urban parks and waterfronts should be heterogeneous, layered, multi-programmed, and accessible.
We see the GCCP as an area that encourages experimentation creating a space that demonstrates the leading
edge in the transformation of public space and culture into an active ecological engine. Rather than building
scenographic bands of park spaces and cultural institutions that ultimately disconnect cities from their edges,
spaces for leisure and culture should be woven together. The Cultural Precinct must be specific to Gold Coast, an
organic evolution of city, water, and landscape that captures the grit and essence that makes Gold Coast.

We learned about the GCCP Competition early on and were inspired by the project’s vision, site conditions, and scale. In looking to form a team, we
wanted equally excited collaborators, and a team which in the end would marry local expertise to international experience to execute the multi-phase
development of the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct.
“Make the public space an evolving data
scape. Can the digital culture (gaming,
social media) define spatial experience - in
real time?”
-Balmori NYC

“We live in a digital world... the integration
should be about how we live not about some
overt technological nod.”

“The digital as the invisible landscape.
Always there, but only emerges when
specific architectural experience induce it to.
E.g. A curved glass wall hugging one corner
of the lake inconspicuously. Only activated
to stream information when a group of kids
from school visit sit in front of it to learn
about the design of surf board.”
-Balmori NYC

-Balmori NYC

“Engages the hybrid culture of work and
play, natural and artificial.”
- Balmori NYC

“The water is the show...”

-Balmori NYC

“They indulged in the fantasy without thinking
how silly it was. That’s what I liked about
the Gold Coast, the blossoming of all these
different fantasies, how they all merged
together, got mixed up and became strange
new hybrids.”

“The self-described culture is postmodern...
a landscape of the new... embrace the idea
of change... create a place that is meant to
evolve not become a fixed icon.”

-Balmori NYC

“Understanding culture as something
activated by bodily experience (surf culture).
You land, you slow down, you turn, you walk,
you ascend, you relax, you deposit...”
- Balmori NYC

- Matthew Condon, in A Night at the Pink Poodle

At this stage, our overall concept involves three
strategies for the organization and integration of Gold
Coast Cultural Precinct: nodes of play and cultural
happenings on a green spine, three dimensional
edges and the experience of the Nerang River.
(1) A continuous public green space as the spine
of the project. The green bridge from Chevron
Island lands in the New Arts Museum, morphes into
a multilayered civic space and a beach; then it goes
through the Living Arts Center reaching out to a pier
and amphitheater; ramping back up on a canopy walk
to the upper levels of a parking structure on Bundall
Road, enclosing a large informal lawn.
(2) A thick three dimensional edge of landscape
and public green rooms. Interlocked pathways make
up an open and flexible interface between the Cultural
Precinct and the river, pulling the wild coastline
towards Surfers Paradise. Topographic and porous
water edges are ecological filters, sponges and water
systems. Floating walkways and islands playfully
explore dwelling on the thickened river’s edge,
expanding or narrowing in response to intersections,
nodes, while framing views.
(3) Floods and tidal changes as generators of new
experiences. The Cultural Precinct will embrace the
cycle of water/nature allowing certain elements to
float, fleeting softly and ephemeral at the perimeters.
Suggesting the New Arts Museum as a floating
structure allows for the outward extension of the
shoreline, a line that varies according to the water
level, close or far, up or down. Gold Coast Cultural
Precinct is generated by the tide and floods.

NODES/SPINE

HIGH
TIDE

LOW
TIDE
FLOODPLAIN

ELEVATED PATH

OCCUPYABLE BANK

FLOATING ISLANDS

ON GRADE PATH
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SITE PLAN

The green bridge from Chevron Island lands in the New Arts Museum, morphes into a multilayered civic space and a beach; then it goes through the
Living Arts Center reaching out to a pier and amphitheater; ramping back up on a canopy walk to the upper levels of a parking structure on Bundall
Road, enclosing a large informal lawn.
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ARTS
LIVING

ARTSCAPE
ROOF GARDEN ON
TOP OF THE PARKING
STRUCTURE STORES
WATER

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE
CROSSES OVER
BUNDALL ROAD

MIXED GRASSLAND
CENTRAL EVENT
SPACE OFFERS
PROGRAMMATIC
FLEXIBILITY

LIVING ARTS CENTER
PERMEABLE MEMBRANE
ALLOWS FOR INFORMAL/
FORMAL INTERACTIONS

LANDFORMS CREATES THE
EDGE ON BUNDALL ROAD

CAR PARK FAÇADE CAN
BE INFLATED DURING
STORMS AND BECOME A
TEMPORARY DAM AGAINST
FLOODING

WATER RETENTION PONDS
COLLECT AND FILTER
STORM WATER RUNOFF

FLOATING NEW
ARTS MUSEUM
ENGAGES WITH
THE WATER AND
BRIDGE

WALKWAY IN THE
TREE CANOPY
LARGE MULTI - LAYERED
CANOPY ALLOWS LIGHT TO
FILTER THROUGH

EDIBLE GARDEN MAKES
A CONNECTION TO THE
FORMER SUGAR CANE
PLANTATION

BALCONY
SECTION OF
THE AMPHITHEATER

MISTING FROM LARGE
FONTAIN COOLS THE
PLAZA BETWEEN
MUSEUM/LIVING ARTS
CENTER

FLOATING STAGE MOVES
AROUND THE SITE

MANGROVE FOREST
CLEANS THE WATER

FERRY TO SURFERS
PARADISE
MANGROVE
FRAME WILD/
CITY INTERFACE
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CULTURAL FACILITIES
Living Arts Center

outdoor
cinema
arts centre verandah

Floating New Arts
Musuem
GREEN BRIDGE
APPROACH

‘performers’
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main theatre
cinema

foyer

SKYLINE VIEWS
black box

drama theatre

production &
rehearsal
space

NERANG
RIVER

permeable screen

BRIDEGE SIDE

tre floor plan
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PARK VIEWS

BUILDING FORM
PUSHES OUT TO
CREATE ICONIC
PROFILE FROM
CITY APPROACH
ACTIVATED
ROOFSCAPE
GREEN BRIDGE
APPROACH

BUILDING FORM
PUSHES IN TO
RECEIVE PARK
arts
verandah

cinemas

foyer

main theatre

backstage

performers
verandah

PARK SIDE

tre section
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